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"Take"Take time to deliberate; but when the time 

forfor action arrives, stop thinking and go in." 

-- J. Andrew -

ChapterChapter 3 

HYDROGENN PASSIVATION OF THE SELENIUM 

DOUBLEE DONOR IN SILICON 

ABSTRACT ABSTRACT 

Thee passivation by hydrogen of selenium double donors in silicon has been investigated by 

magneticc resonance. Hydrogen was introduced by heat treatment at high temperatures in an 

atmospheree of water vapor. Two new spectra were observed, labeled Si-NL60 and Si-NL61 for 

furtherr reference, both showing trigonal symmetry for the paramagnetic center. By using 

isotopicallyy enriched selenium and heavy (deuterated) water, the participation of selenium and 

hydrogenn in the structure of the centers was conclusively established. By analysis of the 

experimentall  data, microscopic models for the centers were developed. It is concluded that 

spectrumm Si-NL60 corresponds to a Se-H pair in a neutral charge state. An unambiguous 

interpretationn of the Si-NL61 spectrum cannot yet be presented. According to the spectroscopic 

informationn from the experiment, Si-NL61 is the spectrum of a selenium center with two hydrogen 

atomss on non-equivalent sites, which is observed in an ionized state. Alternatively, it could 

correspondd to two neutral one-selenium-one-hydrogen pairs which resemble each other so much 

thatt they are indistinguishable by electron paramagnetic resonance. 
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3.11 Introductio n 

Inn recent years the chalcogen elements - sulfur, selenium, and tellurium - as dopant 

impuritiess in silicon have been subjected to intensive investigations, both by experiment 

andd theory. As a result the microstructure of these electronic centers and their properties 

aree well established. The chalcogen impurities occupy substitutional sites in the crystalline 

silicon.. Electronically they behave as double donors, though with deep levels for both first 

andd second ionization processes [3.1, 3.2], The chalcogen impurities have shown a strong 

tendencyy to be involved in complex formation. They easily form complexes among 

themselvess of homo-nuclear type, such as S2 and Se2, or of a hetero-nuclear structure as for 

instancee SSe [3.3]. Complex formation between chalcogen atoms and other impurities, e.g. 

ironn and copper, has been reported as well [3.4-3.8]. In this perspective the interaction of 

chalcogenn atoms with hydrogen, also known for its reactivity, is an interesting field for 

study.. The issue is of practical technological relevance as the presence of hydrogen in 

crystallinee semiconductors has been shown to cause significant changes in the properties 

electrical,, optical, etc. - of the material. Hydrogen passivation of electrically active centers 

hass become an engineering tool. Early observations demonstrated the passivation of 

shalloww single acceptor and donor impurities in silicon [3.9, 3.10]. Also, neutral centers 

cann bind hydrogen and become electronically active centers. A most interesting example in 

thiss category is the iso-electronic carbon impurity [3.11]. Double donors are another 

interestingg category of impurity, as, due to their electronic structure, the effect of partial 

passivationn is likely to occur, possibly correlated with the binding of one or more hydrogen 

atoms. . 

Passivationn studies on all three chalcogen double donors, using the experimental 

techniquee of deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS), were carried out by Pensl and co-

workerss [3.12, 3.13]. They found that hydrogenation fully passivated the donors, i.e., both 

bandgapp levels were removed, no new levels were introduced. In later experiments carried 

outt by Peale et al. using infrared-absorption spectroscopy, three new donor levels related to 

sulfur-hydrogenn centers were identified [3.14]. Stimulated by this apparent controversy the 

magneticc resonance technique has been applied more recently on sulfur-doped silicon. In 

thesee studies two spectra, known as Si-NL54 and Si-NL55, were identified as arising from 

twoo structurally different impurity pairs of substitutional sulfur and interstitial hydrogen in 

thee neutral charge state [3.15, 3.16]. Samples in which the two magnetic resonance spectra 
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weree observed also showed the presence of the three infrared-absorption spectra [3.17], on 

thee one hand providing mutual support but on the other hand indicating that the correlation 

betweenn the two techniques is not known in full detail. Formation of analogous complexes 

iss anticipated for the two other chalcogen elements. 

Inn this chapter, we therefore report on a study of hydrogen passivation of the selenium 

doublee donor in silicon. The method of magnetic resonance, in its varieties of electron 

paramagneticc resonance (EPR) and the double-resonance techniques of electron-nuclear 

doublee resonance (ENDOR) and field-scanned ENDOR (FSE), has been applied. Magnetic 

resonancee has proven itself to be a most suitable tool for identification and further 

characterizationn of the chalcogen impurities in single isolated [3.4, 3.18-3.20] or 

complexedd forms [3.21-3.23], as well as for chalcogen-impurity complexes [3.4, 3.5, 3.8]. 

Thee observation of two new EPR centers, labeled Si-NL60 and Si-NL61, corresponding to 

twoo different selenium-hydrogen complexes will be reported. 

3.22 Sample preparation and experimental apparatus 

Thee samples were prepared by thermal diffusion of natural selenium, having 7.6% of 

thee magnetic isotope 77Se, or of selenium enriched to 99.1 % in 77Se into the starting 

materiall  which was p-type float-zoned silicon doped with boron to the room temperature 

resistivityy between 75 and 125 Ohm.cm. The samples, shaped as a rectangular bar with the 

typicall  dimensions 2 x 2 x 15 mm3, were enclosed in quartz ampoules together with 0.5 to 

11 mg of selenium powder mixed with an excess amount of silicon powder to create a SiSe 

atmosphere.. They were heated to 1350 °C for a period of 120 to 360 hours. After the 

diffusionn the rough surface layers of the samples were mechanically removed and the 

sampless were etched in CP6 solution (HN03 : HF : CH3COOH = 2 : 1 : 1 ). Hydrogen or 

deuteriumm was introduced in a high-temperature treatment, at 1250 to 1350 °C, in water 

vaporr for 30 to 45 minutes, followed by a rapid quench to room temperature. Before 

measuring,, all samples were once again etched in the CP6 solution. 

Magneticc resonance experiments were carried out using a superheterodyne 

spectrometerr operated in the K-band with the frequency near 23 GHz. Signals were 

observedd with the spectrometer tuned to dispersion under conditions of adiabatic fast 

passage.. The magnetic field was modulated to a depth below around 0.1 mT with a 

frequencyy of 175 Hz. To allow double phase-sensitive detection of ENDOR signals also 
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thee radio-frequency (RF) field inducing ENDOR transitions was modulated, on/off at the 

ratee of 3.3 Hz. The spectrometer has an option of operation under full computer control. It 

iss equipped with facilities for ENDOR and FSE measurements. In the latter mode, the 

magneticc field is scanned through the EPR condition while the RF is varied in such a way 

thatt the NMR condition remains satisfied. For a more complete description of the 

equipmentt and the experimental techniques, see, e.g., Ref. [3.24]. 

3.33 Results 

3.3.11 EPR spectrum 

Inn the samples diffused with natural selenium the EPR spectra of single isolated 

seleniumm and of the selenium pair were detected at the observation temperature of 4.2 K. 

Thee intensity of these resonances was found to depend strongly on the quenching speed 

afterr selenium diffusion. A fast quench favors the creation of the isolated selenium centers. 

Thee spectra are not shown because of their generally low intensity, which possibly is due 

too full ionization of the donors in the p-type material. The spectra are identified as arising 

fromm Se+ and (Se2)+ by their known g tensors and selenium hyperfine splittings. They are 

clearlyy different from the new spectra Si-NL60 and Si-NL61 to be reported. 

Afterr the hydrogen introduction treatment the selenium spectra are replaced by new 

resonances.. A typical result recorded at the temperature T= 1.5 K with the magnetic field 

BB oriented along a crystallographic [100] direction is depicted in figure 3.1. The spectrum 

iss interpreted as selenium related. In that view the strong central line corresponds to centers 

withh the selenium isotopes with a zero nuclear spin /, whereas the two outermost pairs of 

lower-intensityy satellites are from centers with the 77Se isotope, having I = 1/2. The relative 

intensityy of the side lines to the central line is consistent with the 7.6% natural abundance 

off  this isotope. The pair of very weak resonances indicated by arrows was detectable for 

somee magnetic-field directions only. They might as well correspond to a selenium-related 

center,, but no study of them was made. Also the spectral lines 1, 2, and 3, which were 

alwayss found to exist, will not be discussed at this stage. 

Ass shown on an expanded magnetic field scale in figures 3.2(a)-3.2(c), the central line 

hass a multi-component structure. The g-tensor anisotropy indicates a center symmetry 

lowerr than cubic. The resolution in EPR is, however, insufficient to reveal individual 

componentss and angular patterns. In spite of this handicap it appears that the line width and 
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structuree observed for hydrogenated and deuterated samples are different. This hints at a 

hydrogenn involvement. In agreement with such an interpretation the line width in the 

deuteriumm spectrum is smaller. The insets of figure 3.1 show the structure of the high-field 

satellitee lines in greater detail. Lines are labelled Si-NL60 and Si-NL61, respectively, as 

theyy belong to different independent spectra. As can be observed by comparing upper and 

lowerr insets the ratio of the intensities of the spectra can be vastly different in differently 

preparedd samples. For the Si-NL60 spectrum a twofold splitting is apparent in the 

hydrogenatedd sample, and corresponds to hydrogen hyperfme interaction which is just 

resolvable.. For the deuterated sample (lower inset) the hyperfme splitting, which must be 

=6.55 times smaller, is not visible. For the Si-NL61 spectrum any hydrogen hyperfme 

interactionn wil l be smaller, as no splitting is observed in EPR. 
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Figuree 3.1. EPR over the full field range of the SI-NL60 and Si-NL61 centers for the magnetic field 

BII[100]BII[100]  crystallographic direction, temperature T = 1.5 K, and microwave frequency ƒ = 22.8153 

GHz.GHz. The upper and lower insets show the structure of the high-field hyperfme satellite lines in 

samplessamples doped with hydrogen and deuterium, respectively. 
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Figuree 3.2. Central part of the EPR spectrum (thick curves) for B // [Oil]  on an expanded field 

scale.scale. Components as resolved by FSE (thinner curves) indicate a center symmetry lower than 

cubic.cubic. Labels A' . etc., specify the hydrogen ENDOR transitions selected for FSE. The line width 

andand structure for hydrogenated [(a) and (b)] and deuterated (c) samples are different. 

Itt has been possible to measure the full angular dependence of the selenium hyperfine 

componentss of the spectra. The result, as shown in figure 3.3, reveals trigonal symmetry 

forr both centers. Accidentally the g and A tensors give an equal anisotropy resulting in the 

quasi-isotropicc behavior of the hyperfine lines on the high-field side, where the two 

interactionss act in an opposite senses. 

3.3.22 Hydrogen identification 

Forr further study of the spectra, the ENDOR technique was applied. Following from 

thee sample preparation the participation of hydrogen in the paramagnetic centers is 

anticipated.. For that reason the range of hydrogen interaction frequencies has been 

carefullyy examined. With the magnetic field coincident with the central component of the 

EPRR spectrum, i.e., at B ~ 820 mT, the ENDOR transitions are expected to be near the 

hydrogenn nuclear Zeeman frequency (VZ)H = {gn)\\HKBIh ~ 35 MHz. For the proton the 

nuclearr g value (gn)H = 5.58556 [3.25]. As shown in figure 3.4, indeed several ENDOR 
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liness are observed in this frequency range with a pair-wise symmetrical displacement with 

respectt to the hydrogen nuclear frequency. ENDOR spectra as shown in figure 3.4 were 

observedd for several samples at slightly different values of the magnetic field for EPR and 

thereforee also slightly different frequencies for the ENDOR transitions. 
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Figuree 3.3. Angular dependence of the Si-NL60 and Si-NL6I spectra of the Se hyperfine lines, 

temperaturetemperature T = 1.5 K, microwave frequency ƒ = 22.8252 GHz. Experimental data: . Solid 

lineslines are computer fits using the spin Hamiltonian described in equation (3.1). The double loops 

observedobserved for the SI-NL60 center are due to hydrogen hyperfine interaction. 

AA plot of these data for center Si-NL61 is given in figure 3.5. As the variation of the 

ENDORR frequency with magnetic field is given by dv/dB = gn/inlh the slope of the straight 

liness fitting the data points gives the nuclear g value. With the result dv/dS = 42 MHz/T all 

ENDORR lines are directly identified as arising from hydrogen as no other candidate 

nucleuss has its g value close to the observed value. For these ENDOR spectra the complete 
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angularr dependence was as well obtained for the rotation of the magnetic field around a 

[011]]  direction of the silicon crystal. Results are shown in the figures 3.6(a) and 3.6(b) for 

thee smaller and larger hyperfine splittings, respectively. The rotational patterns indicate 

trigonall  symmetry of the underlying centers. As three patterns are observed, on either side 

off  the nuclear frequency, with distinct hyperfine interactions three different hydrogen 

atomss must be present. 
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Figuree 3.4. Hydrogen ENDOR observed on the central line in the EPR spectrum, (a) close to 

protonproton Zeeman frequency (Vz)H and (b) more distant from (VZ)H- The ENDOR transitions of 

differentdifferent patterns for three hydrogen atoms are labeled A and B for the Si-NL61 center and C for 

Si-NL60.Si-NL60. ENDOR frequencies are symmetrically displaced with respect to the hydrogen nuclear 

frequency.frequency. Magnetic field B //[011]. 

Forr the larger hyperfine interaction the resonances for B || [100] do not exactly coincide. 

Thiss is due to a small misalignment of this sample. The four lines as observed for an 

arbitraryy angle of B correspond in a one-to-one manner with the four EPR orientations of 

thee <11 l>-axial center. The magnitude of this hyperfine interaction is around 6.7 MHz. In 

thee EPR such a hyperfine strength gives a splitting of 0.24 mT, which is as observed for 

thee spectrum labeled Si-NL60 in figures 3.1 and 3.3. It links the hydrogen and selenium 

hyperfinee interactions to the same center. Also, for the deuterated samples the ENDOR 

spectraa have been taken. Following from (g-n)D = 0.85742 [3.25] for the deuteron the 
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spectraa are found near (VZ)D = 5-3 M H z - A n example of such ENDOR is given in figure 

3.7.. The angular variation of the deuterium hyperfine coupling shown in figure 3.8 agrees 

withh the already established <11 l>-axial symmetry of the defect structure. Again, the 

mirrorr symmetry of the spectrum with respect to the Zeeman frequency of deuterium 

provess that the deuteron is the origin of the interaction. Due to the nuclear spin ID = 1 the 

numberr of transitions has doubled. The transitions nt\ = -1 to m\ = 0 and m\ = 0 to m\ = +1 

aree split by the quadrupole effect which is effective for this center of the axial symmetry. 

Thee frequencies for hydrogen and deuterium scale properly according to the ratio of their 

nuclearr g values (gn)H/(gn)D = 6.5144. Deuterium ENDOR corresponding to the lower of 

thee hydrogen frequencies was not observed as it is too close to the Zeeman frequency. 
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Figuree 3.5. Frequency variation of the ENDOR lines of the center Si-NL.61 as a function of the 

magneticmagnetic field change, fitted with a linear function. The proportionality constant is equal, within 

experimentalexperimental error, to the nuclear Zeeman frequency of the proton v (MHz) = 42.5758B (T). 

Havingg collected the ENDOR data all on the central line in the EPR spectrum with its 

unresolvedd structure, it remains to establish in more detail with which EPR transitions they 

aree associated. For this goal the procedure of field-scanned ENDOR (FSE) is available. In 

ann FSE scan the radio frequency remains locked to a selected NMR transition of ENDOR, 
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evenn when the magnetic field is scanned to trace the EPR part of the double resonance. By 

thee choice of an ENDOR frequency an impurity and the defect to which this impurity 

belongss are selected. Also specific defect orientations can be tagged and observed. FSE 

scanss through the central region of the EPR were made for directions of B parallel to [100], 

[111]]  and [Oil] . 
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Figuree 3.6. Angular dependence of the hydrogen ENDOR spectra as observed for rotation of the 

magneticmagnetic field in the (Ol 1) plane from [100] to [011]. Results are shown in fig. 3.6(a) for the 

smallersmaller and in fig. 3.6(b) for the larger hyperfine splittings. Measurement conditions are 

temperaturetemperature T = 9 K, microwave frequency ƒ = 22.909 GHz. magnetic field B = 814.812 mT in 

3.6(a)3.6(a) andT= 8.2 K. f = 22.7067 GHz and B = 813.168 mT in 3.6(b). 

Thee selected ENDOR transitions with B\\ [011] are labeled in figure 3.6 by A, B, and 

CC for the three different hydrogen patterns, with a subscript indicating the angle between 

thee [011] direction and the defect axis. Superscripts + and - distinguish between 

frequenciess above and below the hydrogen Larmor frequency. The FSE spectra as obtained 

aree shown in figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) and it is seen that they form components of the 

resonancee line as observed in EPR. The result suggests that with FSE the structure of the 

centrall  line is fully resolved. For the A and B hydrogen atoms the resonance lines coincide, 

indicatingg equal g tensors for the centers of these atoms. Hydrogen atom C generates FSE 
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liness at somewhat higher fields and belongs to a center with a different g tensor. The two 

peakss are the result of the hydrogen hyperfine coupling of around 6.7 MHz in ENDOR and 

0.244 mT in EPR. For the A and B hydrogen atoms the hyperfine interaction constant of 

aroundd 0.8 MHz leads to an EPR splitting of 0.03 mT which is too small compared to the 

linee width to be observable. 
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Figuree 3.7. Deuterium ENDOR observed on the central line of spectrum Si-NL60 for B = 816.193 

mTmT in a direction about 20° away from [100] in the (01 1) plane. The nuclear Zeeman frequency of 

deuteriumdeuterium is (Vz)D = 5.334 MHz. 

Thee angular dependence pattern based on FSE measurements in the three main 

directionss are shown in figure 3.9. The trigonal symmetry of the centers is confirmed by 

thesee results. From the data obtained by FSE the two g tensors are determined. FSE cans 

weree also made over a wider range of magnetic fields covering the regions of selenium 

hyperfinee split lines as presented in figure 3.1 as well. From an inspection of the spectra 

shownn in figure 3.10 one concludes that with the C hydrogen atom only the selenium atom 

withh the wider doublet splitting, labeled Si-NL60, is related. Such a result is consistent 
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withh the observed hydrogen hyperfine splitting in both central and peripheral lines. 

Hydrogenn atoms A and B both only produce the selenium component labeled as Si-NL61. 

Fromm this coincidence it is concluded that the A and B hydrogen atoms belong to a center 

withh equal selenium hyperfine interaction. This converges to the conclusion that the Si-

NL611 center has the two inequivalent hydrogen atoms A and B as its components. 
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Figuree 3.8. Angular dependence of the deuterium ENDOR of spectrum Si-NL60 for rotation of the 

magneticmagnetic field in the (Ol 1) plane from [100] to [011 J. Experimental data  are presented 

togethertogether with computer fitting (solid lines). Temperature T = 5.2 K, microwave frequency ƒ = 

22.799422.7994 GHz. magnetic field B = 816.193 mT. 

Inn a short summary, this latter conclusion is based on the equal g tensor of A and B 

hydrogenn centers as revealed by FSE, the equal selenium hyperfine interaction as also 

indicatedd in FSE, and, moreover, the equal intensity ratio between A and B ENDOR lines 

inn many samples made with varying quenching rates. The hyperfine interaction for the A 

hydrogenn atom is some 8% smaller than that for the B atom. 

•• i i 
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Figuree 3.9. Angular dependence of the central lines of spectra Si-NL60 and Si-NL61 measured by 

FSE.FSE. The double loop pattern for Si-NL60 is due to the hydrogen hyperfine interaction of about 

0.240.24 mT. 

3.3.33 Selenium identification 

Noo ENDOR experiments were performed on the selenium nucleus. Conclusions about 

itss presence are entirely based on the correlation between the resonance intensities and the 

abundancee and nuclear spin of the 77Se isotope. As 77Se has the nuclear spin I = 1/2 a 

twofoldd splitting is characteristic and required for its hyperfine structure. Figure 3.11 

showss the EPR spectrum of a deuterated sample doped with natural selenium, containing 

7.66 % of  77Se, and quenched very rapidly. Only the Si-NL60 spectrum was generated. The 

intensitiess of the two hyperfine lines at around 807 and 825 mT together satisfy the 

expectedd ratio of 1:12 compared with the central line for the presence of one selenium 

atom.. In passing it may be noted that in this sample with only the NL60 spectrum and 

deuterium,, rather than hydrogen, the central line became narrow and without structure. 
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Alsoo the twofold splitting of the selenium hyperfine lines as characteristic for 

hydrogen,, and apparent in figure 3.1, is absent. The proper intensity ratio stays to be 

observedd for all samples with a mixed presence of the Si-NL60 and Si-NL61 spectra. 

Therefore,, also for Si-NL61 a single selenium atom must be present. Further substantiation 

off  the conclusion is derived from the spectra observed in samples doped with selenium 

enrichedd to 99.1% in 77Se. In such spectra, an example is given in figure 3.12, the central 

componentt has disappeared; all intensity has moved in equal proportion to the lines with m\ 

==  +1/2 and -1/2. If two equivalent or inequivalent selenium atoms were present in the Si-

NL600 or Si-NL61 centers, the spectra would have been essentially different. In the former 

casee the centers produce a triple-line structure with an intensity ratio 1:2:1. As this is not 

observedd the spectra do not correspond to a hydrogenated selenium pair, even though such 

pairss were present before hydrogen introduction. 
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Figuree 3.10. EPR and FSE scans over a range of magnetic field also covering the regions of 

seleniumselenium hyperfine splitting. FSE Si-NL61 is observed on the hydrogen EN DOR frequencies A and 

B;B; FSE Si-NL60 is related to the C hydrogen ENDOR; Magnetic field B //[100]. 
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Figuree 3.11. EPR spectrum of deuterated sample doped with natural selenium, containing 7.6% 
7777Se,Se, only spectrum Si-NL60 is observed. The intensity ratio between the central line and two 

hyperfinehyperfine lines is about 12 : I. Temperature T = 4.2 K, microwave frequency f= 22.7940 GHz. 

magneticmagnetic field B //flOOJ. 

3.3.44 Spin-Hamiltonian analysis 

Followingg the qualitative description of the spectra, the quantitative spectroscopic 

analysiss is based on the energy levels of the spin system. For both centers the electronic 

spinn is S = 1/2 due to a single unpaired electron spin, and the nuclear spin is / = 1/2 for 

hydrogen,, / = 1 for deuterium, / = 1/2 for isotope mass 77 of selenium and / = 0 for other 

seleniumm isotopes. The suitable form of the spin Hamiltonian 

H=H=  +//BB.g.S + S.Ase.Ise + IS.AH/D-IH/D - I(&I)H/D//NB.I H /D + HD-QD- ID, (3.1) 

hass as a leading term the Zeeman energy of the electron, followed by hyperfine interaction 

off  the electron with selenium and one or two hydrogen/deuterium nuclei. The last two, 
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purelyy nuclear, terms, the Zeeman energy and quadrupole energy, are required only for the 

ENDORR spectroscopy. The coupling tensors g, ASe, AH/D and QD all have the trigonal 

form.. Results of computer fitting of data using the above Hamiltonian are collected in table 

3.1.. For comparison, the constants for the assumed similar centers Si-NL54 and SUNL55 

aree given as well. 

u u w w 

a> > 
c c 

C C 

C C 

<J5 5 

8055 810 815 820 825 

Magneti cc  Fiel d (mT) 

830 0 835 5 

Figuree 3.12. EPR spectra Si-NL60 and Si-NLól observed in a hydrogenated sample doped with 

seleniumselenium enriched to 99.1% in 77Se. The central component corresponding to mi = 0 is almost 

absent,absent, all intensity is in the hyperfine lines with m, = -1/2 and m, = +1/2. The spectrum was 

measuredmeasured at T = 4.2 K.f= 22.8777 GHz. B //[100J. 

3.44 Discussion 

3.4.11 Defect geometry 

Fromm experiments the trigonal symmetry of the Si-NL60 and Si-NL61 centers seems to 

bee unambiguously established. As the centers contain one selenium this atom must be 

situatedd on the <l l l>-ax is. The observed <l l l>-axial symmetry of the hyperfine 

interactionn with 77Se confirms this statement. Selenium atoms occupy a substitutional site 

inn silicon, either in their single isolated form or in a Se2 pair. Also, in complexed form with 
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Cuu the selenium atom stays on the lattice site. This situation is assumed to be true as well 

forr the selenium-hydrogen complexes as observed in this experiment. Also, for the 

hydrogen/deuteriumm atoms a <lll>-axial symmetry of their hyperfine interaction is 

measured.. This implies that these atoms must find their position on a <11 l>-axis passing 

throughh the substitutional selenium atom. With one selenium atom on a substitutional site 

thee center cannot have inversion symmetry. It follows that the hydrogen shells contain one 

atom.. The hyperfine interactions A, B, and C thus each correspond to single hydrogen 

atoms.. One can distinguish several possibilities for their sites: a bond-centered site 

betweenn selenium and a neighboring silicon atom, an anti-bonding site with respect to 

selenium,, an anti-bonding site with respect to silicon, or a site at larger distance from 

seleniumm along the <111> defect axis. Figure 3.13 illustrates some possibilities, all with 

thee point-group symmetry 3m (C3V). The main question to be answered about atomic 

structuree is on the position of the hydrogen atom(s) along the <lll>-axis. The main 

questionn for the electronic structure is whether the hydrogenated centers still are 

electricallyy active. 

3.4.22 g Tensor 

Thee g values of the sulfur-hydrogen and selenium-hydrogen complexes, given in table 

3.1,, show small deviations only from the free-electron value ge = 2.0023. These deviations 

aree due to admixture of orbital momentum in the ground state by the spin-orbit interaction. 

Ass the effects are small they can be calculated by perturbation theory. A simple formula 

expressess the principal values g\ of the g tensor as 

Stt = ge - 2XL»o (0 | U | n) (n | I , | 0>/(£„-£0), (3 -2) 

withh i = 1,2, and 3 [3.26]. Application of the formula in a practical case is a formidable 

taskk as interactions between ground state | 0 ) and several excited states | n ) have to be 

takenn into account. So far, a calculation yielding excellent agreement with experimental 

valuess has only been reported for electrons in a conduction-band minimum [3.27]. 

Avoidingg the detailed calculation of matrix elements and energies E„  expression (3.2) can 

bee the starting point for a semi-theoretical treatment of the g tensor problem for certain 

seriess of defects with similar structures. If the defect wave function is of an extended 

character,, the spin-orbit coupling constant k~ 20 meV for silicon 3p orbitals [3.28] will be 
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applicable.. The summation in Eq. (3.2) is replaced by an average constant assumed to be 

equall  for all impurities in the series. In such a case the g value will depend only on the 

defectt electron energy in its ground state E0. Using this approach the g values for 

chalcogenn donor impurities were related to the ionization energies of these deep double 

donorss [3.29]. Results are illustrated in figure 3.14. Also included in this figure are data for 

thee single substitutional donors P, As, and Sb [3.30], and for some species of the thermal 

doublee donor TDD+[3.31]. 

Tablee 3.1. Spin-Hamiltonian parameters of equation (3.1) for the trigonal Si-NL60 and Si-NL6I 

centerscenters obtained by computer fitting to experimental angular dependence data, g Tensor principal 

valuesvalues are based on FSE measurements, selenium hyperfine interactions on EPR, 

hydrogen/deuteriumhydrogen/deuterium hyperfine and quadrupole interactions on ENDOR. Corresponding values for 

thethe sulfur-hydrogen spectra Si-NL54 andSi-NL55 are included for comparison [3.15. 3.16]. 

Parameter r 

symmetry y 

S S 

8\\ 8\\ 

(/4||)se/S S 

(A(A hhe/S e/S 

(^||)H.1 1 

W E U U 

(A\\h (A\\h 

(Q\\h (Q\\h 

( £ I ) D D 

S1-NL60 0 

trigonal l 

1/2 2 

1.996355 5 

1.994599 5 

535.66 5 

495.33 5 

6.7822 1 

6.6033 + 0.01 

1.0177 5 

0.9900 1 

-0.0322  0.005 

+0.0166 + 0.005 

SUNL61 1 

trigonal l 

1/2 2 

1.996277 5 

1.995122 5 

321.55 5 

296.88 5 

1.0600 1 

1 1 

1.0200 1 

0.7355 + 0.01 

SÏ-NL54 4 

trigonal l 

1/2 2 

1.99886 6 

2.00126 6 

143.1 1 

137.7 7 

6.281 1 

3.936 6 

0.959 9 

0.591 1 

-0.048 8 

+0.024 4 

SÏ-NL55 5 

trigonal l 

1/2 2 

1.99823 3 

1.99974 4 

124 4 

117.9 9 

5.801 1 

5.500 0 

0.867 7 

0.823 3 

-0.038 8 

+0.019 9 

Unit t 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

MHz z 

Inn understanding the substantial differences in the empirical relations, one must 

appreciatee basic differences in the centers: deep and shallow electronic states, neutral 
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singlee and ionized double donors, and cubic, trigonal and orthorhombic symmetries, 

resultingg in different sums of matrix elements of the orbital momentum operator, g Values 

off  the sulfur-hydrogen and selenium-hydrogen centers are indicated in figure 3.14 as well. 

Itt does not appear to be possible to estimate their ionization energies this way. 

Forr shallow donors with their ground-state level close to the conduction band one may 

expectt the conduction band states to have a larger effect than the energetically more remote 

valencee bands. With X ~ 20 meV, an average En - EQ ~ 1.5 eV (Ref. [3.29]) and 0 < 

(00 | L; | n) (n | L\ \ 0) « 1, a small negative g shift follows from equation (3.2). An empirical 

classificationn of defects after their g values, initiated by Lee and Corbett [3.32] and later 

discussedd by Sieverts in more detail [3.33], confirms the validity of the prediction. 

Paramagneticc centers known as effective-mass donors all have their g values slightly 

beloww ge. It may therefore be concluded that the S—H centers Si-NL54 and Si-NL55 and 

thee Se-H centers Si-NL60 and Si-NL61 are also in this category of donors with not too 

deepp ionization energies. Again, no estimate can be made of the ionization energies. 

Onee more aspect of the g tensors of Si-NL60 and Si-NL61 must be discussed. Center 

Si-NL611 was identified as a selenium-two-hydrogen complex. The threefold independent 

evidencee for the model is the equal  77Se hyperfine interaction linked to the two hydrogen 

atomss revealed in FSE, the equal g tensor of the center related to the two hydrogen atoms 

alsoo determined by FSE measurements, and the invariable ratio of the two hydrogen 

ENDORR intensities over several samples. Having two hydrogen atoms the magnetic 

resonancee of the Si-NL61 center is observed in an ionized state. Contrary to this situation, 

thee magnetic resonance of S1-NL60 will be observed in its neutral state. In view of the 

presentedd classification of centers, one would expect a clear difference in their g tensors. 

However,, the g tensors of the two centers are remarkably close. In view of this fact the 

interpretationn of the Si-NL61 spectrum as arising from two different one-hydrogen centers 

cannott be ruled out. It might be the case that two very similar Se-H pairs, indistinguishable 

byy their EPR spectrum, exist. In this respect the observation in optical absorption of two S-

HH pairs with very close ionization energies of 135.07 and 135.45 meV might be relevant 

informationn [3.14]. Two different EPR spectra related to these infrared centers were not 

reportedd in previous studies of the sulfur hydrogenation [3.15]. There could exist a parallel 

withh the oxygen-related thermal donor centers, where species can be identified in infrared 

absorptionn but are not separable in magnetic resonance at the usual frequencies. 
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(c)) Si-NL61a / (Ses°Hi +) + e"  (d) Si-NL61b / (Ses°Hi+) + e" 

Figuree 3.13. Atomic structure models illustrating possible sites for hydrogen in the selenium-

hydrogenhydrogen complexes; the bond-centered site is not considered. Silicon O, selenium • , hydrogen^. 

(a)(a) Model for the Si-NL60 center, (b) and [(c) and (d)J alternative models for center Si-NL61. All 

modelsmodels have the point-group symmetry 3m (C3J. 

3.4.33 Hyperfin e interaction tensor 

Fromm the observed hyperfine interaction constants, the wave function at the sites of the 

magneticc nuclei can be calculated. If a full set of hyperfine interaction data is available, a 

detailedd map of the wave function of the defect electron can be constructed. For the present 

casee of hydrogenated selenium centers the unpaired defect electron experiences hyperfine 

interactionss with the magnetic nuclei 77Se, 'H/2D and 29Si; these will be discussed 

successively. . 
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Figuree 3.14. Zeeman splitting factors gfor the chalcogen double donors S+, Se", and Te* in silicon 

versusversus the ionization energy [3.29]. Data for the single substitutional donors P, As, Sb [3.30], for 

somesome species of the thermal double donor TDD* (Si-NL8) [3.31], for the sulfur-hydrogen centers 

Si-NL54Si-NL54 and Si-NL55 [3.15] and for the selenium-hydrogen centers, present work, are included as 

well.well. For the non-cubic centers, the trace of the g tensors is taken as g value. 

Onn the site of a selenium atom the wave function of the defect electron can be written as 

aa linear-combination-of-atomic-orbitals (LCAO) expression 

y/=y/= T][a<p 4s(r ) + /?<p4p(r ) ] , (3.3) 

wheree <p4S( r ) and (pnp( r ) represent the atomic 4s and 4p wave functions of selenium, 

respectively.. The localization of the defect electron at the selenium site is given by rf, and 

thee s and p characters of the wave function are measured by parameters a and /?. A 

SJ-NL61 1 
Si-NL60 0 

JJ I I I I I L 
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normalizationn condition or + j3~ = 1 is imposed. The spherically symmetric 4s function 

leadss to an isotropic hyperfine interaction, known as the Fermi contact interaction. The 

hyperfinee interaction constant a is related to the wave function by 

aa = (2/3)/iog/iB(gn)sc^N72ör I p4s(0) 12. (3.4) 

Fromm the 4p orbital on the selenium site an axially symmetric hyperfine interaction will 

resultt with strength b related to the wave function by 

bb = (2/5)( l/4^(^//B(gn)se//N72^<^5>4p. (3.5) 

Onn the principal directions of the trigonal center the hyperfine interaction tensor will be 

specifiedd by its parallel principal value A\\ and perpendicular value  These follow from 

thee components in the <100> Cartesian coordinate system by 

A^aA^a + lb (3.6) 

and d 

AAxx = a-b. (3.7) 

Thee measured hyperfine interaction data for the Se isotope (see table 3.1) were 

analyzedd following this schedule. In these calculations the atomic wave function quantities 

weree taken as | (p4s(0) 12 = 137.73x10™ m 3 and <r~3>4p = 81.32xl030 m 3 [3.34]. Atomic 

wavee functions coefficients T], a, and fi are given in table 3.2. The localization on the 

seleniumm atoms is found to be rf ~ 5% for the center Si-NL60 and rf ~ 3% for Si-NL61. 

Suchh a result is intermediate between the localizations rf ~ 1% for the shallow 

substitutionall single donors P, As, and Sb in silicon and rf ~ 9% for the double donors S\ 

Se",, and Te . The wave function has a substantial s-type character which is invariant under 

alll operations of the 3m symmetry group of the center. This indicates the Ai symmetry 

typee for the ground state. 

Followingg the same procedure the isotropic part of the hyperfine interaction with the 

hydrogenn isotopes 'H with / = 1/2 and 2D with 7 = 1 , can be analyzed. Using | #>is(0) |2 = 
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2.15x100 m , localizations if below 0.5%, as given in table 3.2, are obtained. Interactions 

ass observed for the proton and the deuteron always scale properly according to the nuclear 

gg values, i.e., no indications of a hyperfine anomaly are present. Analysis of the anisotropic 

partt requires a different approach. An LC AO description using the lowest-lying p orbital of 

hydrogenn is inappropriate as the energy of this state is too high to be occupied. Contrary to 

thee previous cases, the hyperfine interaction does not arise from orbitals centered on the 

sitee itself, but on spin density on neighboring sites. By an equation similar to Eq. (3.5), one 

calculatess that for a nearest-neighbor distance in the silicon crystal, r = 0.235 nm, and for a 

fullyy occupied orbital the anisotropic interaction on the 'H nucleus is 6.10 MHz. Taking 

thee model of hydrogen located on an interstitial T site at nearest distance to the selenium 

atom,, as for Si-NL60 in figure 3.13(a), the 5% spin density on selenium will have an 

interactionn strength of b = 300 kHz with hydrogen. This is more than observed for the Se-

HH centers and sulfur center S1-NL55. Hydrogen on the interstitial T site will be surrounded 

ass well by three equivalent silicon neighbors at tetraeder corners, all at a distance of 0.235 

nm.. The spin density on these silicon neighbors will make contributions to the hydrogen 

hyperfinee pointing in the opposite <111> direction. Also on a more general site along the 

<111 l>-axis, T site or not, near to selenium or not, the hydrogen atom will be surrounded 

fromfrom all sides by silicon neighbors carrying spin densities of similar magnitude. 

Altogether,, the anisotropic part of the hyperfine interaction on the hydrogen may well be 

accountedd for by spin density on neighbor sites. The situation is different for sulfur center 

Si-NL54,, which has a much larger anisotropic hyperfine interaction, the factor eight 

differencee with Si-NL55 suggesting a twice-smaller distance of the remote spin density. 

Thiss is provided in an obvious manner if the hydrogen occupies the bond-centered (BC) 

interstitiall site between S and Si. This is the preferred model for the Si-NL54 center. The 

absencee of the strong anisotropic interaction for Si-NL60 and Si-NL61 is an indication that 

thee BC site is not available as a hydrogen position in the Se-H pairs. The spin density is 

nearlyy zero in the hydrogen atomic cell. Apparently the spin and charge of the electron 

introducedd by the neutral hydrogen atom disappeared from the cell when the complex with 

thee selenium was formed. The atomic cell around hydrogen carries one unit of positive 

charge.. No hyperfine interactions with Si were observed. These must be present as the 

naturall silicon crystals contain 4.7% of this magnetic isotope with / = 1/2. Their absence is 

nott due to their small intensities, which in the minimum case of a shell with one silicon 

atomm is = 2.5% of the corresponding I = 0 resonance. The signal-to-noise ratio of recording 
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thee spectra was sufficiently high to observe also the small hyperfine satellites, see, e.g., the 

figuress 3.10 to 3.12. Most probably all 29Si hyperfine interactions are so weak that the 

doublett splittings occur within the line width of one composite line. A typical line width 

(FWHM)) in the EPR of 0.5 mT, corresponds to a hyperfine constant a ~ 15 MHz and a 

localizationn of 0.33% of a silicon 3s orbital. In order to account for the whole wave 

functionn it must be spread over at least 300 atom sites. A spherical volume with a radius of 

11 nm is required to contain this number of atoms. The absence of resolved " Si hyperfine 

structuree thus indicates an extended wave function, typical for an electron bound in a long-

rangee Coulomb potential. 

Tablee 3.2. Parameters related to the analysis of hyperfine interactions of the Si:Se,H spectra Si-

NL60NL60 and Si-NL6l, and of the Si.SM spectra Si-NL54 and Si-NL55. The localization on the 

impuritiesimpurities is given by If, and the fraction ofs- and p-type wave function by cc and ft, respectively. 

NuclearNuclear g values, from Ref 25, are g„  = 1.0682 for 77Se, g„  = 0.4289 for i3S, g„  = 5.58556 for lH 

andgandgnn = 0.85742 for2 D. 

Parameter r 

Nucleus s 

a a 

b b 

rf rf 

ot ot 

f f 

Si-NL60 0 

"Se e 

508.7 7 

13.4 4 

5.67 7 

52 2 

48 8 

Si-NL61 1 
77Se e 

305.0 0 

8.2 2 

3.43 3 

51 1 

49 9 

Si-NL54 4 
33S S 

139.5 5 

1.8 8 

5.89 9 

70 0 

30 0 

Si-NL55 5 
33S S 

119.9 9 

2.0 0 

5.54 4 

64 4 

36 6 

Unit t 

MHz z 

MHz z 

% % 

% % 

% % 

Nucleus s 

a a 

b b 

rf rf 

'H H 

6.663 3 

0.060 0 

0.47 7 

'H H 

0.897 7 

0.081 1 

0.063 3 

'H H 

0.830 0 

0.095 5 

0.058 8 

'H H 

4.718 8 

0.782 2 

0.33 3 

'H 'H 

5.600 0 

0.100 0 

0.39 9 

MHz z 

MHz z 

% % 

Nucleus s 

a a 

b b 

rf rf 

22D D 

0.999 9 

0.009 9 

0.46 6 

7D D 

0.714 4 

0.123 3 

0.33 3 

2D D 

0.838 8 

0.015 5 

0.38 8 

MHz z 

MHz z 

% % 
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Thee model emerging from the wave-function mapping by hyperfine measurements is 

thatt of a (Ses)°(Hj)+ impurity pair, giving the center a trigonal core structure. The positively 

chargedd core is surrounded by an electron with a typical effective-mass wave function 

radiuss around 1 nm. The probability of the defect electron is distributed over hundreds of 

sites,, with that on the selenium atom somewhat enhanced by a central-cell correction. 

3.4.44 Quadrupole interaction tensor 

Thee quadrupole term represents the energy of the nuclear electric quadrupole moment 

inn an inhomogeneous electric field on the site of the nucleus. It only occurs for nuclei with 

spinn / > 1 and therefore, in the present study, only the deuteron is available as suitable 

nucleuss for monitoring electric field and corresponding charge distributions in the defect 

environment.. Electric charges in a complex center are usually divided into charge on the 

sitee of the nucleus itself and those on neighboring sites. In the former category are core 

electronss in inner full electron shells, electrons in valence states, and unpaired defect 

electrons.. Due to their proximity to the nucleus, these interactions usually dominate over 

thosee from more distant charge unbalance. The present case of the deuteron in the Se-H 

center,, however, is exceptional as none of these electrons exist in the ionized D , a unique 

featuree of the element hydrogen. The only charge present on the deuteron is in a symmetric 

Iss orbital and does not create any electric field gradient. The quadrupole effect is therefore 

madee by distant charges and will be small. In previous studies of the sulfur-hydrogen 

centerss Si-NL54 and Si-NL55 this was confirmed as indeed the quadrupole interactions 

withh deuterium, of order 20 kHz, were small compared to those of sulfur, as measured on 

isotopee 33S with I = 3/2 and quadrupole energy near 3 MHz. Taking into account that the 

quadrupolee moment for 33S, qs = -55*10 30 m2 [3.25], is larger than that of the deuteron, 

<7DD = 2.86xl0"30 m2 [3.25], one still concludes that the electric-field gradients on the 

hydrogenn site are smaller by an order of magnitude. A unit charge e at a distance r from the 

nucleuss creates a radial electric-field gradient of 

&& 22VlérVlér22 = 2el4mri (3.8) 

andd an off-diagonal quadrupole parameter 

qq = (l/4^)[eV/2/(2/-l)](//r3). (3.9) ) 
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Forr a full electron charge at the nearest-neighbor distance r = 0.235 nm parameter q 

willl be 3.83 kHz. As this is some factor 4 smaller than the observed 16 kHz for Si-NL60, 

theree must be considerable charge redistribution in the core of the center. An obvious 

possibilityy is the movement of the two electrons in the neutral sulfur double donor toward 

thee positive hydrogen position. A shift of two electrons by 0.07 nm would be required to 

accountt for the quadrupole effect as observed. 

3.55 Conclusions 

Byy magnetic resonance (EPR, ENDOR, and FSE) two spectra, labeled Si-NL60 and Si-

NL61,, related to Se-H complexes in silicon were detected. Their atomic and electronic 

structuress were characterized by their g tensors, hyperfine interactions, and nuclear 

quadrupolee effect. The selenium-hydrogen complexes have the trigonal symmetry, with all 

impuritiess on a <111> crystal axis, selenium on a substitutional site, hydrogen atoms on 

interstitiall sites. For the Si-NL60 center a single hydrogen position on the Se or Si 

antibondingg sites is preferred. The Si-NL61 center can correspond to two very similar one-

Se-one-HH centers or to one SeHaHp center with two slightly inequivalent hydrogen sites. 

Thee ambiguity is not finally resolved. To first approximation the core of the center consists 

off a neutral selenium atom and a positive hydrogen. Some transfer of charge is likely to 

occurr resulting in a Se^FT1-5 charged pair. An electron is electrostatically bound to this 

coree in an extended orbit. The center resembles in its properties the shallow single or 

doublee donors which are well described by the effective-mass theory with an additional 

central-celll potential accounting for the ground-state properties. 
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